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The Art
of

Inspiration

Gham ghoing to
hoo a ghainting.

Phloop!
...Sorry!

What are you up to
einstein?

Silly, you’ve still
got the paintbrush

in your beak.

I was saying that I was
going to do a painting...

a masterpiece.

Oh look... A flock of cows. What?

I didn’t know
that you could
paint, einstein?

Anyway... What
are you going
to paint?

You know, what
you need Einstein,
is inspiration...
Let’s go and fly
around the
countryside.

There’s a farm below
us, you’ll get a lot of
inspirational subjects

from a farm.

Herd!
Herd of Cows!

Oh yeah... In
my art class
at school they
regard me as

nobility

Einstein, in your
art class they
regard you as
no ability!
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Of course I’ve heard of cows...
I just mentioned them didn’t I?

Puffin, see that
cow over there?
Why hasn’t it got

any horns?

Wait for me... Hey...!
What do you call a pig

with three eyes?
A piiig!

Do you get it... a piiig?

Nearly
finished.

If it’s kissed on the lips... it becomes a great
singer. If it’s kissed on the head... it becomes a
great thinker... If its’ on the wings... it becomes
a great artist. I know where I was kissed.

Do you know that ancient
legend has it that when a
baby is born it’s kissed
by its guardian angel?

That is a cow
eating grass

You don’t think he’d
be daft enough to stay
after eating all the
grass do you?

So what do you think?

The cow’s
eaten it

Finished!

Well, firstly...
It could have
been born with
crumpled horns,
and the farmer

had them
removed for its
own safety.

How’s it coming
along, einstein?

I think I have a fair idea
where you were kissed

as well!

and it’s
none of them

What is it??

Where’s the
grass?

But where’s
the cow?

But the main
reason why that
cow doesn’t have
any horns is
because...

...It’s a
HORSE!


